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A Black Box for Car Crashes
Retrieving Black Box Evidence from Vehicles: Uses and Abuses of Vehicle
Data Recorder Evidence in Criminal Trials
Id.
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
Welcome to the NHTSA Event Data Recorder Research Web Site
Id.
Scene Triage Criteria Associated with Fatal Crashes
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DATA RECORDER TECHNOLOGY USE IN AUTOMOBILES
United States v. Jones
Katz
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C. Judges Allowing the Use of Event Data Recorders
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DATA RECORDER TECHNOLOGY USE IN AUTOMOBILES
Bachman v. General Motors Corp.
Frye
Frye
People v. Christmann People v.
Hopkins Matos v. State Backman
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Big Data for All: Privacy and User Control in the Age of
Analytics
Undermined Norms: The Corrosive Effect of Information Processing
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Id.
Thinking Outside the Black Box: How Creative Thinking Turned an Elec




, Every Time You Brake, Every Turn You Make—I’ll be Watching You:
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B. Insurance Companies Misusing the Information
.
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
C. An Automobile Manufacturer Misusing the Information
GM Supports Event Data Recorder (EDR) Mandate to Improve Vehicle Safety
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supra
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